
Learning at home grid – Year 2 (Grid 6) 
Key - Purple Mash (PM), Mathletics (M)                                               

Everyday English  Maths Topic 

Learning your spellings 

Complete dictation and LWCC 

sheets 

The /aɪ/ sound spelt -y at the end 

of words 

Write a description of a beach. 

What can you hear, see and 

smell? 

Mixed problems (sheets in 

pack) 

Make a collage of a beach / underwater scene. 

Computer option 

Access Oxford Owl 

website Extra Practice 

Zone 

 

 Computer option 

2Publish 

PM Computer option 

Assigned activities/task 

 

M 

 

Computer option 

2Paint A Picture 

PM 

Practice your times tables, 

including division facts for 2s, 5s, 

10s and 3s 

Write a diary entry about a day at 

the seaside. 

Dolls’ problem  (sheets in 

pack) 

Learn the rhyme ‘A Sailor went to Sea, Sea, and Sea.’ 
Can you think of some actions to go with the rhyme? 

Computer option 

2Race 

Monster Multiplication  

 

PM 

Computer option 

2Publish 

PM Computer option 

Assigned activities/task 

 

M 

 

Computer option 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/Msh6 

 

Handwriting 

(sheets in pack) 

Write an acrostic poem about the 

seaside 

Jane’s Cupcakes problem 

(sheets in pack) 

Water Cycle in a bag. Take a clean plastic sandwich bag. Carefully pour some water into 

it, so it is a third full. Seal it and tape it to a window that gets the sun. Watch what 

happens inside the bag when the sun is shining on the window. Can you explain this? 

Computer option 

2Publish 

PM Computer option 

Assigned activities/task 

 

M 

 

Computer option 

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/33466/water-cycle 

PM 

Read a book and write a book 

review. 

Marbles and Pens problem 

(sheets in pack) 

Wonderful weather. Keep a diary of today's weather. Was the weather better in the 

morning or in the afternoon? 

Computer option 

Access Oxford Owl 

website 

2Publish (book review) 

 

PM Computer option 

Assigned activities/task 

 

M 

 

Computer option 

https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/resource/26225 

PM 

Reading comprehension – All 

about beaches (sheets in pack) 

Teddy Race and The Space 

Man Problem (sheets in 

pack) 

Floating and Sinking What can you find in your house that sinks in the bath? Are there 

things that float? What do you notice? Can you sort them? 

  Computer option 

Assigned activities/task 

 

M 

 

Computer option 

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/438042/frankie-flamingo-

ks1 

PM 
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